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h) a tomato soup

Word on the Street
Jobs Scene 1

i) a coffee
Activity 3

Exercises

Use the expressions with 'will' to complete
the sentences from the video.

w

Answers are at the end of this support
pack.

w

I’ll go and / I’ll have / We’ll keep an eye /
I’ll be with you / it’ll be fine / I’ll go and /
it won’t be long

w

Activity 1

rit

.b

Watch the video. Are the sentences true or
false?
1. _____________ in a minute.

is

1. Ashlie and Stephen order some
soup.

2. Don't worry, I’m sure ___________.

i
nc
ou
hc

2. Tristan goes to the supermarket to
buy some coffee.

3. ________________ on everything.

4. Ash takes orders, while Stephen
works in the kitchen.

5. I think ____________ a tomato
soup, please.

rg
l.o

3. Tristan says the cook is on holiday.

4. ____________ make a start in the
kitchen.

6. I’m really sorry, I’m sure
______________.

6. Ash and Stephen agree to help
Tristan's dad.

7. ____________ see how the chef’s
doing.

d) a green salad

•

Have you ever helped someone
with their job?

h

c) a green tea

Do you often do favours for your
friends?

lis

b) a cheese salad

•

ng

a) a cheese sandwich

Discussion

ne

Watch the video again. Choose six things
which the customers order.

ar

Activity 2

/le

5. Tristan is late because his car broke
down.

Discuss these questions with another
student or post a comment on the
LearnEnglish website.

e) some carrot cake
f) some chocolate cake
g) a cup of tea
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Answers
Activity 1
1. False
2. True

w

3. False

w

5. False

rit

6. True

.b

w

4. True

Activity 3
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a) d) e) g) h) i)

is

Activity 2

1. I’ll be with you in a minute.

3. We’ll keep an eye on everything.

4. I’ll go and make a start in the kitchen.

5. I think I’ll have a tomato soup, please.

h

lis

ng

ne

7. I’ll go and see how the chef’s doing.

ar

6. I’m really sorry, I’m sure it won’t be long.

/le
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2. Don't worry, I’m sure it’ll be fine.
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